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Culturally Responsive Assessment: Provisional Principles
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Recent criticisms of large-scale summative assessments have claimed that the assessments are biased against historically excluded
groups because of the assessments’ lack of cultural representation. Accompanying these criticisms is a call for more culturally respon-
sive assessments—assessments that take into account the background characteristics of the students; their beliefs, values, and ethics;
their lived experiences; and everything that affects how they learn and behave and communicate. In this paper, we present provisional
principles, based on a review of research, that we deem necessary for fostering cultural responsiveness in assessment. We believe the
application of these principles can address the criticisms of current assessments.
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This paper concerns itself primarily with large-scale summative assessments in the United States, including accountabil-
ity exams, such as the Smarter Balanced summative assessment (Smarter Balanced Assessment Consortium [Smarter
Balanced], 2022); college entrance exams, such as SAT® (College Board, n.d.) and ACT (n.d.); and licensure exams,
such as Praxis® (ETS, n.d.). The principles discussed in this paper could easily be applied to interim assessments, such
as MAP (NWEA, n.d.) or the ETS Testlets (Edulastic, n.d.), as well as to large-scale group score assessments, such as
NAEP (National Center for Educational Statistics, n.d.). We choose to focus on individual-level summative assessments
for two reasons. First, these assessments are often associated with high-stakes decisions such as college admissions or
hiring. Second, because of their high-stakes nature, these assessments may be difficult to adapt in a way that will be
mutually acceptable to the majority of stakeholders. We believe summative assessments must change to remedy the
criticisms of high-stakes standardized tests causing negative consequences for historically excluded students.1 These
criticisms focus primarily on three aspects of the tests: (a) their lack of cultural representation, (b) their role in perpet-
uating racial stereotypes, and (c) their use as gatekeepers limiting educational advancement for historically excluded
students.

Each of these perceived shortcomings may result from a good faith effort to produce fair assessments. Consider the
first criticism, lack of cultural representation. To facilitate comparison of students of different backgrounds, the gold
standard in measurement has been to “keep everything the same for everyone” (Sireci, 2020). Cultural references are
removed with the goal of minimizing construct-irrelevant variance. Randall (2021) made the case that this attempt to
eliminate cultural references removes the context that is relevant to non-White students. She argued that no context
can truly be neutral; thus, what remains in the assessments is a White-centered context that benefits primarily White
students.2 Several papers criticizing large-scale assessments have claimed that traditional assessment practices center
White culture (e.g., Lyons et al., 2021; Sireci, 2020). Some researchers argue that White-centeredness seems almost
inevitable given that assessment designers are disproportionally White (see Packman et al., 2010; Randall, Rios, &
Jung, 2021).

A second criticism of assessments is that the reporting of achievement gaps perpetuates negative stereotypes about the
academic abilities of Black, Hispanic, and Native American students. This issue has been widely acknowledged and dis-
cussed (Cross, 2007; Harper, 2015; Ladson-Billings, 2006; Montenegro & Jankowski, 2017), and this claim is supported
by a recent small-scale experimental study (Quinn, 2020). By focusing on achievement gaps (e.g., by race, gender, dis-
ability) and employing these categories as main explanatory factors, deficit-based narratives are perpetuated that do not
acknowledge the role of structural inequities (Delpit, 2012; Noguera, 2003; Quinn, 2020).
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M. E. Walker et al. CRA Principles

The messaging behind achievement gaps may not only affect others’ stereotypes of Black, Hispanic, and Native
American students, but it may also negatively contribute to students’ perceptions of themselves (Delpit, 2012), as they
learn that their language and identities are not valued and that they need to conform to the predominant cultural way of
talking and thinking (Randall, Poe, & Slomp, 2021). Labels applied to students based on academic achievement reflect
a struggling educational system (Baldridge, 2014; Gorski, 2011; Milner, 2011). These labels also help sustain deficit
narratives that may already be applied to certain groups. Subsequently, many incoming and veteran teachers enter class-
rooms with negative biases and racist ideologies based on these same narratives that they are unconsciously reinforcing
through their interactions with students (Simson, 2014). Note that we do not argue against reporting disparities that
could inform policy and teaching practice. Rather, we argue that these dif ferences are better framed as “inequality in
educational outcomes” rather than “achievement gaps.” Quinn and Desruisseaux (2022) found that choice of these
seemingly equivalent phrases did not affect teachers’ explanations for why inequalities exist. However, use of the phrase
“achievement gaps” primed deficit mindsets in teachers, leading them to deprioritize resolving the issue. By contrast,
focusing on inequality tends to reduce preconceptions that feed biased views and treatment.

A third criticism is that standardized tests have unintended negative consequences that adversely affect students who
have been historically excluded from higher education, including students of color, students living in economically dis-
advantaged communities, English language learners, and students with disabilities. In high school, low test scores may
lead to exclusion from high-quality education such as Advanced Placement® courses.3 Many critics claim that, because
of their use as college admission criteria, standardized tests create barriers to academic advancement for large segments
of the population (e.g., Couch II et al., 2021).

Negative effects are also seen in accountability exams. Test-based accountability was intended to close racial and socioe-
conomic achievement gaps by focusing on groups rather than individual students. Policymakers believed that requiring
standards-based state testing for basic skills of reading, mathematics, and science would lead to educational improve-
ment (No Child Left Behind [NCLB], 2002). NCLB did yield some benefits, most notably ensuring that some groups of
lower performing students were not systematically excluded from accountability systems, increasing the accessibility of
state assessments for students with disabilities and English learners, and directing resources to schools the most in need.
Still, critics of educational accountability policies have cited a variety of unintended negative consequences within the
educational system that exacerbate inequities in education (Emler et al., 2019; Lane et al., 1998). Accountability assess-
ments have led to a narrowing of the curriculum with an emphasis on skills (Jennings & Bearak, 2014; Lane, 2020),
increased pressure on educators (Ro, 2019), a lack of educator autonomy (Kavanagh & Fisher-Ari, 2020), an overempha-
sis on test preparation (Sonnert et al., 2019), the inappropriate use of test scores (Tavassolie &Winsler, 2019), questionable
practices in reassignment of teachers or principals (Lane, 2020; Martin, 2012), tracking of students (Giersch, 2018; Lane
& Stone, 2002), penalizing teachers and schools (Arcia et al., 2011; Nichols & Harris, 2016), and encouraging cheating
(Aronson et al., 2016). These results potentially have differential impact on historically excluded students.

Randall (2021) pointed to the intentional neutrality of test items as a contributor toward some of the more recent
assessment challenges. Students are not inherently neutral; they represent multiple intersecting identities and prefer-
ences. The measurement field’s traditional approach of creating a neutral test that does not mirror the diversity of the
target students fails to incorporate the diversity of who the learners are, what they have learned, and how they have
learned. To combat this barrier to authentic, representative assessment content, Randall (2021) proposed an enhanced
heuristic consisting of collective steps toward a justice-oriented, antiracist4 approach to construct definition and rep-
resentation, consisting of markers of organization and individual positionality, identification of who is being assessed
and their identities, power dynamics (e.g., who holds the power, or who is being privileged or harmed by nature of
the selected construct definition), processes for evaluating the construct-definition procedures, and careful evaluation
of consequences emerging from the construct definition (refer to Table 1 in Randall, 2021). The specific combination
of enhanced heuristics, other approaches, or combinations of approaches needed to remove the barriers raised in
assessment remains to be determined, but what is clear is that there is a critically overdue need to revise traditional
practices that have promoted narrowly defined constructs that function exclusively as windows to allow students to
see the world from the perspective of mainstream America, when constructs should also serve as mirrors for diverse
learners to see themselves represented in the purpose and context of the assessment (Style, 1988/1996). Learning about
their own as well as others’ cultures helps students to engage more meaningfully and effectively with people of diverse
backgrounds.

2 ETS Research Report No. RR-23-11. © 2023 Educational Testing Service
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M. E. Walker et al. CRA Principles

Table 1 Principled Questions to Ask When Designing and Using Assessments

Stage of testing Principle Questions to ask

Population Shared power; high expectations Who is eligible to take this test? Who is excluded?
Purpose Shared power; flexibility; high

expectations
Why is this test needed? What knowledge will this test describe?

Shared power; high expectations Who is included in the early conversation about the need for a test?
High expectations; asset-based How will the test provide opportunity? Who may be harmed?
Engagement How desirable is this test to all involved parties?

Design Shared power What structures allow for co-design by all involved parties?
Shared power How are group differences in the definition of knowledge incorporated?
Engagement; flexibility How will the test incorporate test taker background?
Engagement; flexibility;

asset-based
How will the test work to test taker strengths?

Shared power How to ensure that the test allows everyone to show what they know?
Shared power What mechanisms allow for feedback from all parties at every stage of design?

Administration Engagement; high expectations How do administration conditions help every test taker feel safe and welcome?
Shared power; flexibility;

asset-based
How are individual differences among test takers accommodated?

Scoring Flexibility What feedback is needed from this test?
Flexibility; asset-based How do scoring models account for differences in mode of expression?
Shared power How are views of involved parties incorporated into scoring models?

Use Shared power What input to test takers have in how their test information is used?
Shared power How can test users give input on consequences of information use?
Shared power How are test taker rights protected?
High expectations; asset-based How are possible adverse consequences of score use avoided?
High expectations; asset-based How does score use promote opportunity for all test takers?

What Is Cultural Responsiveness?

In response to the issues listed above, we suggest several principles that may facilitate the development of more culturally
responsive assessments. We want to clarify from the outset that we view culture as more than identification with race or
gender. Instead, as Montenegro and Jankowski (2017) indicated, culture involves

(1) the explicit elements that make people identifiable to a specific group(s) including behaviors, practices, customs,
roles, attitudes, appearance, expressions of identity, language, housing region, heritage, race/ethnicity, rituals, reli-
gion; (2) the implicit elements that combine a group of people which include their beliefs, values, ethics, gender
identity, sexual orientation, common experiences (e.g. military veterans and foster children), social identity; and
(3) cognitive elements or the ways that the lived experiences of a group of people affect their acquisition of knowl-
edge, behavior, cognition, communication, expression of knowledge, perceptions of self and others, work ethic,
collaboration, and so on. (pp. 8–9)

The idea of culturally responsive education and assessment is not new. It has appeared in many arenas under
many names over the years: “Culturally relevant pedagogy” (Ladson-Billings, 1995), “culturally responsive teaching”
(Gay, 2000), “culturally responsive assessment” (Hood, 1998; Landl, 2021; Slee, 2010), and “culturally sustaining pedagogy
(Baker-Bell et al., 2017). Some researchers have used the term “socioculturally responsive” (e.g., Lee & Quijada Cere-
cer, 2010) as a reminder that learning cannot be separated from the social context in which it occurs (Gutiérrez, 2012).
Researchers of second language acquisition often have used the term “socioculturally responsive” in the tradition of
Vygotsky’s (1978) sociocultural theory of mind (Yuksel & Inan, 2013); but not always (e.g., Karem & Washington, 2021,
speak of a “culturally responsive” approach to testing dual language learners). Other emerging terms include “socially
just and culturally responsive” (Peters et al., 2020) and “culturally and socially responsible” (Taylor & Nolen, 2022).
We prefer to use the term “culturally responsive,” which has a long history and appears to be most prevalent in the
mainstream educational space as of this writing. We emphasize, as do other researchers using the term, that the issues
surrounding differential impact of assessments are broader than culture: They include issues of equity, access, and social
justice.

ETS Research Report No. RR-23-11. © 2023 Educational Testing Service 3
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M. E. Walker et al. CRA Principles

Landl (2021) defined a culturally responsive assessment as one that evaluates students’ knowledge, skills, and under-
standings in a way that takes into account their unique cultural identities. A culturally responsive assessment incorporates
flexibility and choice so that students can leverage their own cultural perspectives to demonstrate their mastery of a given
subject area. Similarly, Randall, Poe, and Slomp (2021) stated:

Culturally sustaining approaches to assessment (a) draw on BIPOC [Black, Indigenous, and People of Color]
students’ funds of knowledge (Vélez-Ibáñez & Greenberg, 1992), (b) are connected to the lives of these students,
(c) allow them to demonstrate their competence in a variety of ways through community cultural wealth (Yosso,
2005), and (d) are embedded within a culturally sustaining curriculum. (p. 596)

Why Does It Matter?

Our ultimate goal is to create culturally responsive assessments that emphasize new or enhanced processes or procedures
and to incorporate these enhanced processes in principled assessment design approaches (e.g., evidence-centered design;
Mislevy et al., 2003) across all stages of test design and development. In this paper, we propose five design principles of
culturally responsive assessment, which we believe can address the criticisms of current assessments:

1 Culturally responsive assessments require a process that shares power across all concerned parties at all stages of the
assessment process. Giving a voice to all stakeholders will help ensure that the assessments are culturally inclusive
and will help prevent test misuses.

2 Assessments should be designed to foster academic engagement and belonging in academic environments. This
principle reflects a desire to design assessments that reflect the test taker’s identity and lived experience.

3 Culturally responsive assessments should reflect the expectation that all students have the potential to perform at
high levels. Such high expectations for all students will help to negate the influence of negative biases that often
hinder student performance.

4 Assessments should be designed tomaximize flexibility to account for individual differences in culture, interests, and
identities of all learners. By accommodating the test takers’ diverse backgrounds, culturally responsive assessments
will allow test takers to use their particular talents to maximum advantage.

5 Culturally responsive assessments are designed to reflect asset-based perspectives that measure what students know
and can do and disrupt traditional deficit-narratives.

We see these five principles as foundational to support a culturally responsive assessment triangle model. This assess-
ment triangle has been used as both a framework for designing assessments and as a tool for establishing validity (Marion
& Pellegrino, 2006; National Research Council, 2001). The five principles represent pillars of the assessment design struc-
ture, supporting the assessment triangle (refer to Figure 1). T his triangle consists of the three vertices of cognition,
observation, and interpretation. Cognition refers to models of how students learn and represent knowledge. Observa-
tion refers to the kinds of tasks that will elicit student behaviors that demonstrate key knowledge. Interpretation refers
to how we make sense of the information collected from observations. The five design principles of culturally responsive
assessment provide a framework upon which to rest cognition, observation, and interpretation. The principles support
transparent processes to ensure that every test taker is maximally represented in each phase of design and development.
T he principles are dynamic, and the interactions have been called out in more detail in the sections that follow.

Design Principles of Culturally Responsive Assessment

Shared Power Principle

Culturally responsive assessments require a process that shares power across all concerned parties, including them in all
stages of the assessment process. This shared power includes monitoring the consequences of assessments and their uses.

Human development is a cultural phenomenon. What, in what order, and by what means a child learns, as well as how
that learning manifests itself, very much depend upon the culture in which the child develops. These cultural differences
can be quite large. Rogoff (2003) noted, for example, that in many U.S. families, children are not considered capable

4 ETS Research Report No. RR-23-11. © 2023 Educational Testing Service
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M. E. Walker et al. CRA Principles

Figure 1 Five principles of cultural responsiveness and their relationship to assessment design.

Figure 2 Four dimensions of equity.

of caring for themselves or others until about age 10; whereas in places in Oceania, 3-year-old children are gardening,
tending to household duties, and taking care of younger siblings. It stands to reason, then, that children viewed through a
cultural lens other than their own could appear deficient by the standards of the observer (Randall, Poe, & Slomp, 2021).
In a similar way, standardized tests that tend to focus on one culture to the exclusion of others potentially put students
outside that target culture at a disadvantage (Sireci, 2020). The disconnect between the mainstream way of teaching and
testing and other cultures’ ways of knowing can lead students from these other cultures to approach tests with fear and
anger rather than with creativity (Trumbull & Nelson-Barber, 2019). The result is an inequitable situation in which those
students are left vulnerable and powerless (e.g., see Hartocollis, 2019). Such uses of tests as instruments of power and
control violate the fundamental democratic values upon which our society is based (Shohamy, 2001).

A desired outcome of culturally responsive assessments is that they will create greater equity among students from dif-
ferent backgrounds. According to Gutiérrez (2012), equity has four dimensions: access, achievement, identity, and power.
Access refers to resources that provide the student with the opportunity to learn, including quality teachers, facilities,
curriculum, and supports. Achievement includes measurable outcomes such as test scores. Identity includes the students’
opportunity to see themselves reflected in the curriculum and assessments. Power concerns who has input on the curricu-
lum and who defines what knowledge is. Gutiérrez saw access and achievement as composing the dominant axis, which
maintains the status quo. Identity and power define the critical axis, acknowledging the legitimacy of the students’ social
and cultural perspectives (see Figure 2). Greater control lies along this critical axis and ultimately requires empowering
the student with major decisions about multiple aspects of the test and its uses. In other words, power is the key to equity
for historically excluded individuals. This shared power involves acknowledging the legitimacy of the student’s viewpoint.

In cultural research, it is important to understand other people’s (and even one’s own) ways of doing things before
placing value judgments on them. Even if value judgments become necessary at some point, those judgments will be

ETS Research Report No. RR-23-11. © 2023 Educational Testing Service 5
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M. E. Walker et al. CRA Principles

better informed if behavioral patterns are first observed without prejudice (Rogoff, 2003). This same attitude of separat-
ing understanding from judgment can help testing professionals in the development of culturally responsive assessments.
Understanding results fromkeen observation and sincere dialogwithout criticism. Such dialog builds trust, which is essen-
tial to forming alliances among various stakeholders who feel that they are equals in the assessment development process.
Assessment practices based on such democratic principles delineate a partnership between the tester and the tested. The
design of tests, and even the definition of knowledge, become shared responsibilities amongmultiple stakeholders, includ-
ing not only students and testing professionals, but also parents, teachers, and community members (Shohamy, 2001).

Such partnerships are the key to achieving cultural validity in assessments. First, stakeholders jointly attempt to under-
stand students’ social, cultural, and educational backgrounds and ways of communicating (Solano-Flores, 2011). Then
the stakeholders can identify and eliminate any aspects of an assessment that may prevent students from a given cultural
group from demonstrating what they know (Solano-Flores & Nelson-Barber, 2001). Cultural validity becomes the foun-
dation for the validity argument and is integral to the development of the assessment and the interpretation of results
(Kūkea Shultz & Englert, 2021).

When designing a science assessment for their Hawaiian Language Immersion Program, the Hawaii State Depart-
ment of Education (DOE) employed such practices. TheHawaii DOE assembled a team of parents, teachers, community
members, administrators, and testing professionals to design an assessment centered on Hawaiian language and culture
(Kūkea Shultz et al., 2019). The group began by jointly formulating a set of science standards. They then built the assess-
ment based on those standards. Theresult was an assessment that the group believed better reflected Hawaiian immersion
students’ knowledge, skills, and understanding than did the previous assessment based solely on mainstream culture.

A key component to ensuring that the science assessment allowed students to appropriately demonstrate what they
knew was the cognitive interview. Through structured interviews, test developers learned how students interpreted test
items as they worked through them. These interviews helped in understanding student interpretations of the material as
well as how well the items corresponded to the intended construct (Kūkea Shultz & Englert, 2021). The success of the
exercise did not lie so much in the cognitive interview, which is standard test development practice. Rather, the most
important step lay in choosing representative student samples from the target population.

In the context of human-computer interaction, McCarthy and Wright (2015) have advocated for what they call
experience-centered design. In this process, users as well as researchers and designers explore something together with
the goal of changing it for the better. Especially when participants enter the process from differential positions of power,
it is important to build mutual trust to facilitate equal sharing of ideas. According to the authors, “Participation is not a
one-off event; experience-centered participatory design has to become embedded in organizational values and practices,
and specific participatory projects always have to be seen with respect to the particular context in which they operate”
(pp. 80–81).

Araneda and Sireci (2021) extended this idea to test construction. They advocated creating a test in the same way
that game designers create new games—by focusing on the user experience. The authors spoke of test users5 rather than
test takers. In the user experience framework, participants explore all aspects of the test experience, including cogni-
tive, emotional, and physical. They do this through free-associating thoughts and behaviors6 during, immediately after,
and upon reflecting on the test-taking experience. They also do this by engaging in dialog with the test designer. As
mentioned, these events cover multiple modes of experience: not just thoughts, but also feelings as well as physical reac-
tions (e.g., feeling hungry or cold during the test). The authors believed that an experiential process could benefit not
only test development but also test validation. As with cognitive interviews, the experience-centered design approach
intimately involves concerned parties in the development process, so that the resulting assessment can best reflect their
culture.

Choice (e.g., of what item to answer, on the mode of response) on an assessment might also be seen as empowering.
Insofar as students view choice (see the Flexibility Principle section in this report) as a means to increase their perfor-
mance, then allowing choice provides the perception of personal control over outcomes. This perceived control can lead to
greater personal engagement (see the Engagement Principle section in this report), which in turn would positively affect
performance (Skinner et al., 1990; Wise & Smith, 2016). Choice by itself, however, is insufficient. Whether or not choice
is empowering depends upon who defines the choice. If the choice is defined unilaterally by some entity outside of the
culture (e.g., an outside test developer), then the choice still represents external control. Likewise, some collectivist cul-
tures may prefer that choices are made at the group rather than individual level (Ryan & Deci, 2000). By contrast, sharing

6 ETS Research Report No. RR-23-11. © 2023 Educational Testing Service
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M. E. Walker et al. CRA Principles

power requires that stakeholders be free to determine for themselves the proper course of action. Thus, even the kinds of
choices that appear on an assessment should be made in partnership with stakeholders.

Engagement Principle

Culturally responsive assessments are designed to foster active participation, use of productive cognitive strategies
(e.g., self-regulation), and feelings of belonging in the academic environment when completing the assessment.

The engagement principle is relevant to all assessment types, as promoting engagement facilitates students to perform
to the best of their abilities (Wise & Smith, 2016). Designing to maximize engagement (active participation) may be
viewed as a best practice more generally for assessments, but this practice is not always implemented fully. For example,
the practice of creating context-free assessment content will likely lessen engagement for all students because the content
does not align with students’ beliefs, interests, or values (Ryan & Deci, 2000). Thedemands-capacity model of test-taking
effort (Wise & Smith, 2011) posits that engagement during tests represents an interaction between item characteristics
(demands) and student characteristics (capacity). Students’ effort represents their willingness or ability to provide an
engaged response to an item. Thus, a general best practice should be to design assessment content to increase students’
willingness to meaningfully engage with the content.

Designing engaging assessments should benefit everyone generally, but it may have a particularly positive impact on
historically excluded students. Critics believe that so-called context-free assessments are not devoid of context; instead,
they default to the dominantWhite culture in the United States and only removing context and references that are specific
to identities or cultures that do not align with the dominant culture (Montenegro & Jankowski, 2017; Randall, 2021). It
is then possible that the removal of context from assessment content is particularly disadvantaging historically excluded
students by limiting their ability to connect with assessment content andmeaningfully engage with it. Context-free assess-
ments may also lead to the choice of context-free learning materials as a consequence of teaching to the test, which would
only further disadvantage historically excluded students (Thompson & Allen, 2012). Developing context-rich assessment
content will require the inclusion of historically excluded students and community members to ensure that their expe-
riences are centered (Araneda & Sireci, 2021) and avoid the use of stereotypes or other inappropriate contexts (see the
Shared Power Principle section in this report). The engagement principle would then promote the use of context-rich
assessment content that represents diverse perspectives and lived experiences.

An example of context-rich assessment content can be seen in the recently developed culturally relevant ETS Testlets
(Edulastic, n.d.), which are online-administered scenario-based assessments that are intended to support classroom
instruction. Scenario-based assessments are inherently context-rich as they are made up of items and tasks situated
within specific contexts, situations, topics, and interaction styles (e.g., dialogs with virtual agents). Thedesign of scenario-
based assessments purposefully aims to promote maximal engagement by situating items as necessary to achieving
some larger, meaningful goal and feelings of belonging through simulated social contexts and interactions (O’Reilly &
Sabatini, 2013; Sabatini et al., 2018, 2019). However, the presence of context-rich assessment content does not guarantee
that the assessment will be culturally relevant. To increase their cultural relevance, the development process of the Testlets
elicited scenarios, contexts, and topics from historically excluded students and community members (e.g., ETS business
resource groups) through interviews and focus groups. These efforts produced a wide range of scenarios, contexts,
and topics that are potentially relevant and engaging to students from a variety of backgrounds, with several topics,
contexts, and scenarios reflected in later Testlets (e.g., voting rights, urban community gardens, labor movements). These
efforts also identified the design of avatars representing nonbinary/gender nonconforming individuals and students with
disabilities as another important design consideration to help promote engagement (O’Dwyer et al., 2023).

Self-determination theory is a general theory of motivation (Ryan & Deci, 2000) that can provide guidance for how to
include context-rich assessment content but also guide the implementation of other design decisions to promote engage-
ment for historically excluded students. Tasks that elicit intrinsic motivation have often been promoted as the ideal, but
research on different types of extrinsic motivation has revealed that extrinsically motivating tasks can result in positive
effects similar to intrinsic motivation when the task promotes autonomy for students and aligns with their identities,
beliefs, and values. Aligning with students’ identity, beliefs, and values goes beyond the assessment content to all aspects
of the assessment. For example, inclusion of historically excluded students and community members in the assessment
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M. E. Walker et al. CRA Principles

development process (see the Shared Power Principle section in this report) and alternate response format options and
opportunities for student agency (see the Flexibility Principle section in this report) can allow for assessments to be per-
ceived as aligning with students’ identities and for students to view the assessment as valuing their identities. Alternate
response options that allow students to respond in the format in which they are most comfortable and confident can
improve measurement of their knowledge and skills and promote the value of their culture (Baker-Bell, 2020; Randall,
Poe, & Slomp, 2021). The engagement principle would then promote the use of alternate response option formats in
assessments and more generally evaluating the degree to which assessment content promotes autonomy for students.

The engagement principle can also inform the way in which feedback is provided to students. Feedback should be
designed to motivate all students to continue their learning journeys. However, feedback on some standardized assess-
ments utilize deficit-based language (e.g., “unsatisfactory,” “far below proficient”; O’Donnell & Sireci, 2021) that could
cause students to feel less motivated due to lowered expectancies for success in the future and diminished feelings of
autonomy over their learning (Ryan & Deci, 2019; Wigfield & Eccles, 2000). The engagement principle would then pro-
mote the use of asset-based language (see the Asset-Based Principle section in this report) and the inclusion of suggested
next steps to guide addressing areas for improvement. These design considerations are likely to benefit all students butmay
particularly benefit historically excluded students. Systemic inequalities, negative stereotypes, and negative prior experi-
ences can all have a negative impact on feelings of autonomy and competence (Lewis & Hunt, 2019; Rojas & Liou, 2017)
and these are disproportionately experienced by historically excluded students. Thus, more positively worded feedback
that promotes feelings of autonomy and competence (e.g., “novice,” “beginning learner”; O’Donnell & Sireci, 2021) will
facilitate historically excluded students to feel motivated to continue their learning journeys.

Theories of engagement and motivation noted in this section can be used to guide the design of culturally relevant and
responsive assessments; however, it is important to note that the majority of these theories primarily focus on learning
contexts and do not specifically address the needs of historically excluded students. Thus, there is a need for empirical
research to better understand how these theories can be applied to support historically excluded students while completing
assessments. It is also the case that engagement should be viewed as a key outcome when evaluating culturally relevant
and responsive assessments (in conjunction with more typical psychometric evaluations). Engagement can be used as a
metric in small-scale cognitive laboratory research (e.g., think-alouds, cognitive interviews) and large-scale field testing
to better understand the effectiveness of designs aimed at cultural relevance and responsiveness. For example, engagement
may serve as a moderator for context-rich assessment content impacting assessment performance, which could facilitate
understanding how to leverage flexibility to give each student their best opportunity to show what they know and can do.

High-Expectations Principle

Culturally responsive assessments should reflect the expectation that all students have the potential to perform at high
levels.

Negative stereotypes of historically excluded students’ academic abilities may result in low expectations for what they
can accomplish, which may negatively affect students’ self-perceptions and lower their academic achievement (Lewis &
Hunt, 2019; Rojas & Liou, 2017). One way to combat negative perceptions about historically excluded students’ academic
ability is through maintaining high expectations of students’ performance in a learning environment that acknowledges
and values their cultural experiences (Delpit, 2012; see the Asset-Based Principle section in this report).

Although traditional reporting of standardized test results may have contributed to negative stereotypes of historically
excluded students’ academic abilities, assessments can signal the expectation that all students have the potential to perform
at high levels if we commit to designing standardized assessments with cultural responsiveness in mind. We propose that
culturally responsive assessments, with high expectations of all students’ performance, provide opportunities for students
to (a) engage in higher order thinking and (b) reflect on and revise their thinking. It should be noted that while there is vast
research on the effect of high expectations on students’ self-perceptions and achievement (Babad, 1993; Brophy, 1982;
Lundberg et al., 2018; Rojas & Liou, 2017; Rubie-Davies et al., 2006; Vega et al., 2012), less attention has been given to
how to signal high expectations in assessments. Hence, most of the literature reviewed in formulating this principle is
not specific to assessments, but it is in the teaching and learning research literature (e.g., culturally responsive education).
Next, we review the research supporting the two key aspects that we propose as part of the high-expectations principle.

8 ETS Research Report No. RR-23-11. © 2023 Educational Testing Service
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M. E. Walker et al. CRA Principles

Higher Order Thinking: Interpretation and Transformation of Information

In culturally responsive education, high expectations about students’ learning and performance are reflected through
rigorous environments where students are expected to learn at high levels, receive the appropriate support to achieve high
levels of learning, and demonstrate those high levels (Blackburn, 2017). Rigor is critically important here, as it cannot be
disassociated from engagement—a core theme of culturally responsive education (and a principle of culturally responsive
assessments; see the Engagement Principle section in this report). In a rigorous environment, students become engaged
with the content being learned and take ownership of their own learning process. Conversely, student engagement is
low without a rigorous learning environment (Washor & Mojkowski, 2007). For example, Delpit (2012) pointed out that
African American students are often exposed to less rigorous content and are expected to complete simple tasks that do
not facilitate engagement and learning.

Rigor tends to be confused with difficulty, but it is muchmore than that. Activities in a rigorous academic environment
involve the interpretation and transformation of the content being taught, such that students are given opportunities to
build their knowledge by making meaningful connections not only with the knowledge they already possess but also with
their identity and cultural background (Stembridge, 2020). Thegoal of academic rigor is to prepare students to be lifelong
learners who own their learning process (see the Shared Power Principle section in this report) and engage in authentic
and complex academic tasks both in professional and real-life events (Matusevich et al., 2009). As such, rigor is frequently
operationalized as the higher order thinking needed to apply knowledge and skills in novel contexts and applications
(Edmunds et al., 2017; Matsumura et al., 2008; Mitchell et al., 2005).

In the context of assessments, Evans (2021) pointed out that rigor is achieved by encouraging students to employ
higher order thinking skills that lead students to construct meaning and interpretations from content when completing
the assessment.Webb’s depth of knowledge (DOK;Webb, 1997, 1999) is a classification of thinking complexity that can be
used to identify the activities that encourage the transformation of skills and concepts emphasized by culturally responsive
education. The four levels of DOK are

1 Recall
2 Skills and concepts
3 Strategic thinking
4 Extended thinking

Levels 3 and 4 lend themselves to culturally responsive assessments that target the higher order thinking needed to relate
the content to students’ backgrounds. Importantly, these higher levels of thinking are associated with higher engagement
in the classroom (Paige et al., 2013; see the Engagement Principle section in this report). Despite the potential that items
at Levels 3 and 4 offer in measuring the full extent of students’ knowledge and abilities, their development and use pose
several challenges, resulting in their underutilization (McClellan et al., 2016). While items at Levels 1 and 2 may have
unambiguous correct answers, there could be multiple valid interpretations at Levels 3 and 4, given that they require stu-
dents to make connections between multiple concepts, analyze information, and apply critical thinking skills. As a result,
developing effective items at Levels 3 and 4 requires significant resources (i.e., time and effort). Further, the ambiguity in
the correct responses to these items may also complicate their scoring and may potentially increase the opportunities to
develop biased items which favor specific ways of thinking and interpretations.

Bloom’s taxonomy of educational objectives stratifies cognitive skills by difficulty (remember, understand, apply,
analyze, evaluate, create). Important work has been conducted to extend Bloom’s taxonomy to emphasize the cultural
relevance of the items and tasks developed, via the Bloom-Bank matrix, which aims to reflect the goals, objects, and
perspectives of multicultural education. This matrix ranges from low multicultural levels in which the content rarely
provides students with multicultural growth and substance, to content that encourages students to analyze content from
different cultural perspectives, critique social and cultural issues, and propose a plan of action seeking social change
(Ford & Scott, 2021; Scott, 2014).

This taxonomy, in combination with DOK, can be used as a guide to build rigorous assessments emphasizing activities
that lead to meaningful transformation of the content. Hess et al. (2009) proposed a cognitive rigor matrix that maps the
DOK needed to perform tasks requiring different cognitive skills (see Figure 3). Because Bloom’s dimensions are ordered
in terms of difficulty, the cognitive rigor matrix illustrates the relative independence of higher order thinking and task
difficulty.
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M. E. Walker et al. CRA Principles

Figure 3 Hess’ cognitive rigor matrix with curricular examples: applying Webb’s depth-of-knowledge levels to Bloom’s cognitive pro-
cess dimensions. From Hess et al. (2009). Copyright © Karin K. Hess: Hess’ Cognitive Rigor Matrix.

Another implication of the cognitive rigor matrix by Hess et al. (2009) is that, though challenging, higher order think-
ing (Levels 3 and 4) could be assessed with multiple-choice (MC) items, which tend to map into the lower dimensions
of Bloom’s cognitive processes. This contrasts with the perspective that MC items are usually not associated with higher
order thinking (Matusevich et al., 2009; Scully, 2017) and that open-ended questions are more appropriate to elicit the
transformation and transfer of learning (Baker et al., 1993; Edmunds et al., 2017; Matsumura et al., 2008). Despite the
criticisms of MC items, a body of research has found consistent student performance on MC and constructed-response
(CR) items (Hickson et al., 2012; T hissen et al., 1994; Walstad & Becker Jr., 1994), suggesting that in some situations
a set of MC items may cover the same processes tapped by open-ended questions (Bennett et al., 1991; Tractenberg
et al., 2013). It is likely that observed performance differences between MC and CR items may be associated with the
overrepresentation ofMC items tapping recall or recognition due to the difficulty of building practicalMC items assessing
higher order thinking (Scully, 2017).

We should clarify that we do not intend to advocate for the sole use of MC items, as there are other reasons to prefer
varied item types and assessment formats For example, not only do scenario-based assessments and other performance
tasks lend themselves to themeasurement of higher order thinking skills, but they also facilitate students’ engagementwith
the assessment by using content with real-world relevance, require students to apply their knowledge and skills in context,
and provide an opportunity to build on students’ strengths (Barlowe & Cook, 2016; Linn & Burton, 1994; Tung, 2017),
hence increasing the external validity or authenticity of the assessments (see the Flexibility Principle section in this report).
Similarly, CR itemsmay be preferable formeasuring higher order thinking and for engaging students in creating their own
content based on their funds of knowledge and cultural identity (see the Asset Principle section in this report) and they
could be built in a way that mimics the advantages of MC items (e.g., increased reliability, ease of scoring) by creating
a series of short CR items each covering a small component scored using a more analytic rubric (Walker, 2007). One of
the most significant disadvantages of CR items, that is, scoring, has been overcome by technological advances that have
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M. E. Walker et al. CRA Principles

made automated scoring possible. However, automated scoring has challenges that may result in inequitable results for
specific student subpopulations. Bridgeman et al. (2012), for example, have shown that automated scoring may result in
favoring some student subgroups over others, compared to human scoring. Research on artificial intelligence has flagged
the underrepresentation of certain subgroups in the data used to train the models, resulting in algorithms that reproduce
existing biases (Bender et al., 2021; Nordling, 2019). Similarly, in the context of standardized assessments, the algorithms
for scoring CRs may only be as good as the data used to train the models. Training data that fails to incorporate not
only the diversity in background characteristics of the students, but also in the diversity in their language and ways of
demonstrating knowledge, may reproduce and exacerbate existing biases. Culturally responsive assessments address this
by overrepresenting historically excluded groups in all phases of test design to increase the likelihood that differences in
culture and background are built into task designs, scoring rubrics, and scoring algorithms.

Reflect on and Revise Thinking

Culturally responsive assessments should value practice and growth (Delpit, 2012; Ladson-Billings, 2021), not intelligence
as a fixed trait (Dweck & Yeager, 2019). As such, they should provide opportunities for students to reflect on and revise
their thinking (Boston & Wolf, 2006). The conceptualization of rigor as opportunities to show growth is demonstrated in
the rigor rubric developed by the North Carolina State Board of Education (Matusevich et al., 2009). Regarding classroom
assessments, higher levels of rigor imply an increasing number of opportunities for students to grow by receiving feedback
in multiple assessment opportunities. There may be value in exploring these ideas in summative assessments as well.

Opportunities for students to show growth in their learning not only require multiple assessment occasions, but
also effective feedback that they can act upon. Despite its potential advantages, several considerations are granted to
increase its positive impact on learning and achievement (Hattie & Timperley, 2007). A vast body of research on feedback
indicates that, in general, immediate feedback is more effective than delayed feedback (Anderson et al., 2001; Buzhardt
& Semb, 2002; Corbett & Anderson, 2001; Mason & Bruning, 2001) and that elaboration feedback (i.e., explaining
why an answer was wrong and providing cues about the correct response) is more beneficial to students’ learning than
verification feedback (i.e., only indicating whether an answer was correct or incorrect; Bangert-Drowns et al., 1991;
Mason & Bruning, 2001; Shute, 2008). Providing immediate elaboration feedback may be particularly beneficial for
students who approach a task with incorrect or incomplete information. Without adequate feedback, erroneous thoughts
can be reinforced if they are not corrected in time. Timely feedback is also relevant to correct students’ overconfidence
misconceptions (e.g., overconfidence in understanding course material or their performance on an upcoming test),
resulting in less-than-optimal outcomes (Finn & Tauber, 2015). Because a critical principle of culturally responsive
assessments involves empowering students to make choices about their assessment experiences (see the Shared Power
Principle section in this report), it is essential to provide feedback that corrects overconfidencemisconceptions and helps
students make better decisions.

Culturally responsive assessments could also provide opportunities for self-reflection by creating situations
leading to productive struggle, that is, with challenging tasks where answers are not readily apparent (Basileo &
Lyons, 2019; Edwards & Beattie, 2016; Hiebert & Grouws, 2007) and that are in students’ zone of proximal development
(Vygotsky, 1978). While the usefulness of creating productive struggle in assessments depends on the test’s purpose, com-
puter adaptive assessments and assessments involving student choice may be well suited to introducing such challenge as
long as detailed feedback is provided that students can act upon. In a computer adaptive format, productive strugglemay be
elicited by presenting items at or slightly above students’ ability levels. Similarly, giving students the choice to select a harder
or easier item than the one previously answered can create productive struggle by encouraging them to try more complex
items associated with stated standards of performance. These choices could foster self-regulation, ownership of the learn-
ing and assessment process, and self-efficacy. Through the repeated administration of assessments that incorporate oppor-
tunities of productive struggles, it could be possible to track students’ changes in responses and growth in their learning.

Flexibility Principle

Culturally responsive assessments are designed to allow for flexibility to account for individual differences in cul-
ture, interests, and identities for all learners. Flexibility should consider the interests, preferences, and needs of all
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M. E. Walker et al. CRA Principles

members of society while prioritizing those who have been historically excluded from assessments, education, and
opportunity.

Standardized tests are frequently criticized as being inflexible to the interests, preferences, and needs of Black, Hispanic,
and Native American students; multilingual learners; and students with disabilities. In the interest of standardization,
traditional large-scale summative assessments have used the same form for each student, with narrow exceptions in the
form of computer adaptive tests, accommodations for test takers with disabilities and in some cases multilingual learners.
For example, computerized adaptive tests only alter the difficulty of the presented items tomatch the student’s performance
on previously presented items; such tests do not generally vary the content of the items or the response format to match
the characteristics of the students (see Meijer & Nering, 1999, for an overview of computerized adaptive tests). Accom-
modations for students with disabilities may involve extended time, magnification, read-aloud protocols, or other format
changes to a test whose content has not changed (Cormier et al., 2010). Multilingual learners benefit when English dictio-
naries and glossaries accompany the otherwise unaltered test (Abedi et al., 2001; Francis et al., 2006). In these examples,
when flexibility has been provided on tests, alternatives have been primarily used to retrofit existing assessments with the
intent of reducing construct-irrelevant variance.7

Assessments that maximize flexibility (in both context and content) from the outset are more likely than traditional
standardized tests tomeet students’ basic psychological needs and to foster academic engagement and a sense of belonging
(see the Engagement Principle section in this report) while also allowing students’ cultural differences to be viewed as
assets rather than deficits (see the Asset-Based Principle section in this report). Self-determination theory provides the
empirical basis for how social-contextual factors can increase or decrease engagement through the satisfaction of basic
psychological needs of autonomy, competence, and belonging (Ryan & Deci, 2017). Culturally responsive assessments
can be designed to meet (or partially meet) each of these basic psychological needs through the development of student
models that are grounded in cultural interests, identities, and needs of all learners and that provide greater flexibility
through choices (autonomy). When flexibility is focused on a student’s own preferences, it has the potential to increase
autonomy, competence, and belonging and lead to greater engagement in learning. A recent instantiation of this principle
may be found in the model of caring assessments (Lehman et al., 2018; Zapata-Rivera et al., 2020), which proposes a
system that adapts to student characteristics and behaviors before (format and design features), during (task selection and
supports), and after (actionable feedback) the assessment.

The most recent version of the Standards for Educational and Psychological Testing (American Educational Research
Association [AERA] et al., 2014), or Standards, suggests that changes to an assessment can vary across a continuum from
minor to substantial. Minor changes include “changes to the presentation and/or format of the test, test administration,
or response procedures that maintain the original construct and result in scores comparable to those on the original
test” (pp. 58–59). Substantial changes include a variety of adaptations that change the construct being measured (e.g.,
an alternate assessment based on alternate academic achievement standards for students with significant cognitive
disabilities). These more substantial changes reflect the goal of obtaining a “reasonable measure of a somewhat different
but appropriate construct” (p. 59). This type of flexibility, designed to reduce construct-irrelevant variance, has two
negative impacts on students. One involves the requirement that the student self-identify as having a need that may
be perceived as different from the student’s peers. Another negative impact is the practice of isolating and segregating
students who require accommodations into separate testing rooms or locations (Wentz et al., 2011). These unintended
outcomes are at odds with culturally responsive teaching and learning, which aim to foster a community of learners
(Stembridge, 2020).

Instead, we propose a type of flexibility that expands on the principles of universal design for learning (UDL;
CAST, 2018) but prioritizes the interests, needs, and preferences of all stakeholders. This will require the development of
student models that will in turn inform the design of task models that provide choices. This design should be done in
collaboration with members of cultural groups that have been historically excluded from research, assessment, education,
and the opportunity to have a seat at the table (see the Shared Power Principle section in this report). Flexibility for
students from diverse cultural groups has rarely been considered from the start of assessment design. Flexibility is a
key element of the UDL guidelines that includes three overarching principles to allow for multiple means of presenting
content (audio, video, text, images), multiple ways for students to respond (writing a report or doing an oral presentation),
and multiple means of engagement. Flexibility in accessible presentation of test content has been widely implemented
in K–12 assessments where students are offered an array of “universal tools” that allow for test content to be provided
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M. E. Walker et al. CRA Principles

in audio, tactile, and visual formats (e.g., Smarter Balanced, 2022). Likewise, there are several models of flexibility of
response wherein students can respond via speech to text, typing, or even in an alternate language (e.g., American Sign
Language or Spanish). These approaches are an inclusive message to students, teachers, parents, and policy makers that
each way of knowing is equally valued.

Within the assessment community, flexibility has been viewed by some as impractical and potentially detrimental to
the purpose of many standardized assessments. One challenge of fully implementing the UDL guidelines in assessment
is a concern that allowing too much individual flexibility will prevent establishing equivalence of scores across people.
Another concern has been the effect of choice on student performance. While several studies in the late 1990s explored
choice on large scale assessments, the f indings weremixedwhen looking at changes in test-taker performance (Bridgeman
et al., 1997; Campbell & Donahue, 1997). However, these same studies found some evidence that test-taking experiences
are enhanced by choice. For example, in the 1997 NAEP study by Campbell and Donahue, students who chose their
reading passages perceived the assessment as easier than students in the nonchoice group. This perception may increase
student’s sense of competence, which is one of the important elements in self-determination theory related to autonomy.
In fact, the research on choices outside of large-scale assessment contexts has demonstrated that choice in task leads
to greater intrinsic motivation for most cultures around the world, although more research is needed on the impact of
personal choice versus collective choice in collectivist cultures (Ryan & Deci, 2017). One possible study could explore the
impact on performance, engagement, and sense of belonging when the choice in passage topics is made by the individual,
classroom cohort, or test developer.

Despite the lack of strong evidence that choice improves test scores, the use of choice in testing has been implemented
inUDL,where flexibility in response, presentation, and engagement have been core principles for instructional and assess-
ment practices. Recently, several psychometricians and assessment experts have also voiced support for assessments that
provide this level of flexibility. Sireci (2020) has called for psychometricians “stuck in the 20th century” to embrace more
flexible practices to provide more valid assessments. Likewise, Bennett (2021) included greater flexibility in his frame-
work for socioculturally responsive assessments. Bennett pointed to the work of Mislevy (2018), who coined the phrase
“conditional sense of fairness” to refer to greater flexibility in assessment procedures in return for more comparable evi-
dence across individuals. One flexible design approach highlighted by Mislevy is UDL. He provided guidance on how
to implement UDL to achieve comparability. He included three conditions for comparability: (a) it must be possible for
targeting capabilities to be measured through alternate work products; (b) students must understand how to demonstrate
them in the form they are using; and (c) the evaluation procedures must be applied in equivalent, suitably adapted, ways
to all forms. We describe several examples of how this shift in thinking should be considered to allow for greater flexibil-
ity in the administration (presentation and response) and content (stimuli, questions, and responses) of assessments that
acknowledge diversity in cultural and individual differences in test takers.

The universal design framework, commonly used in test development, emphasizes maximizing accessibility for the
widest range of individuals. Universal design began as a set of architectural guidelines for developing physical spaces that
aremaximally accessible for all users of the space (Story et al., 1998). Since then, universal design has been extended to both
learning and assessment spaces. The fairness chapter of the Standardsmakes several references to the architectural concept
of universal design as well as to the principles for universal design of assessment (UDA), developed by the National Center
on Educational Outcomes (n.d.). While the UDL guidelines are included in laws and policies that impact curriculum
and teacher preparation, they are not included in the Standards. Yet Mislevy (2018) pointed to the UDL guidelines as a
framework for providing flexibility, not the architectural or UDA guidelines referenced in the Standards. As we consider
the next version of the Standards, it will be important to define how the concept of universal design can be implemented
within an assessment context and which guidelines are best situated to provide flexibility for individual differences that
extend beyond accessibility to include differences in culture, ethnicity, language, and lived experiences.

Asset-Based Principle

Culturally responsive assessments are designed to measure what students know and can do by using asset-based per-
spectives that disrupt traditional deficit-narratives.

In culturally responsive assessments, the phrase “asset-based”8 can be def ined in a variety of ways; but valuing
students—the whole student—and their linguistic, cultural, and social characteristics and seeing their diversity as
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strengths in the classroom environment rather than challenges to overcome are at the heart of asset-based practices
(e.g., Ramasubramanian et al., 2021). Further, an asset-based approach recognizes and appreciates the diversity in the
“learning and lived experiences of all students” (p. 23). Assets include personal characteristics, interests, and everyday
experiences to support learning and demonstrate knowledge.

Asset-based thinking can also be extended to culture. Culturally relevant assets are bound within the test taker and
are associated within their “culture, community and family” (Roe, 2019, p. 5). We consider culture to be a complex set of
time-specific and contextualized systems of beliefs, attitudes, and rituals (Gutiérrez & Rogoff, 2003; Nasir & Hand, 2006).
Additionally, religion, socioeconomic status, and location (i.e., regions within a country) contribute to one’s culture
(Cohen, 2009). Other forms of cultural perspectives include individualist versus collectivist tendencies (Burn & Thong-
prasert, 2005). Acculturation—the extent to which students of a nondominant culture choose to maintain their cul-
ture over time by integrating or assimilating into the dominant culture—is another facet of culture (Van de Vijver &
Phalet, 2004). Additional complex feelings of marginalization or separation may also emerge and can influence how stu-
dents view and identify with their own culture.

Students have a range of learning and lived experiences (Ramasubramanian et al., 2021); thus, they may identify at
the intersection of multiple characteristics (e.g., gender, race, ethnicity, language, disability, religion; see Bešić, 2020;
Collins, 2015; Crenshaw, 1989, 1991, 2017). Using an asset-based lens, we can view learning as a mechanism to help stu-
dents discover their self-identity across both formal and informal learning environments (Esteban-Guitart & Moll, 2014;
Hogg & Volman, 2020). Learners’ self-identity in this context is not restricted to labels but is a set of resources or tools.
“These tools have been historically accumulated and culturally developed; they are socially distributed and transmitted;
and they are essential for constructing one’s identity and for defining and presenting oneself ” (Esteban-Guitart, 2012,
p. 177). Students’ identity and culturemay have additional impact on how tests are designed and developed. These impacts
may be seen through various means, such as the representation of different cultural identities (e.g., race, language, ethnic-
ity, religions) or culturally situated behaviors (e.g., individualist, collectivist) on backgroundquestionnaires or the diversity
of character or setting reflected in reading passages, graphics, task scenarios, or activities designed to promote culturally
and justice-oriented assessments (Randall, 2021). Additionally, students’ assets could potentially be incorporated into
scoring models, where multiple means of evidence of what students know and can do are given value. Ultimately, these
multifaceted, integrated concepts of culture and identity are foundational to valuing students’ diversity as assets, and there
are multiple ways to apply these considerations to make assessments asset-based and more culturally responsive.

Why We Need Asset-Based Approaches for Culturally Responsive Assessments

Using student assets in education is not a new concept, and it is an approach that may be especially suited to address
the traditional criticisms around testing perpetuating deficit narratives about diverse learners. Examples such as cultur-
ally relevant pedagogy (Ladson-Billings, 1995) and culturally responsive frameworks (Gay, 2000) incorporate student
assets and use asset-based framing when referring to who the students are and what they know and can do. In assess-
ment, Mislevy (2018) highlighted similar perspectives, drawing specific attention to the unique linguistic, cultural, and
substantive patterns that all people possess and can use to define how and why people do or expect certain things (e.g.,
broadly encompassing the learners’ and test developers’ extra and intrapersonal knowledge and activities around a par-
ticular domain, such as language type, which can be further distilled down to various subdomains and skills, cultural and
regional variations, dialects, and registers).

The Standards (AERA et al., 2014) have identified several areas related to student characteristics, such as language
and cultural diversity, that have potential to introduce fairness issues in assessments. In this view, the heterogeneity of
learners’ characteristics, or assets, may be influenced by the learners’ personal characteristics. While the Standards seek
to promote fairness for all learners across assessment contexts, they do not prescribe how to address the range of diversity
and heterogeneity of the test takers. To reconsider how students’ linguistic, cultural, and substantive characteristics (and
other characteristics that students bring into the classroom) can be beneficial for equitable assessments, we reframe our
test-taker variables as strengths. As a measurement community, we must rethink and redesign traditional assessment
development processes to intentionally incorporate diverse student characteristics as assets—and reconsider how these
asset-based perspectives can further influence how learners feel empowered and supported in both their personal identity
and their social belonging within their community (Volman & Gilde, 2021; see also the Shared Power Principle and
Engagement Principle sections in this report).
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Thedesign and development of a culturally responsive assessment should consider how an asset-based principle oper-
ates within a larger theory of action making explicit how asset-based principles support fairness and equity. These assets
should be incorporated through all phases of the design, development, scoring, and test use to measure what students
know and are able to do. Adopting this asset-based principle toward test design actively pushes back against the tradi-
tional deficit narratives that disproportionately impact historically excluded groups (e.g., people of color, economically
disadvantaged people, multilingual and multicultural people, people with disabilities). These deficit narratives typically
focus on perceived weaknesses without recognizing the systemic inequities that create barriers and a “hostile obstacle
course” that members of historically excluded groups must navigate to achieve commensurate goals compared to their
peers (Berhe et al., 2021).

For example, recognizing learner variability and identity as part of understanding who are the target learners helps to
inform what types of questions should be asked. Questions should also be asset-based to ensure that students have every
opportunity to show what they know and can do. The antideficit framework (Harper, 2010) and asking dif ferent ques-
tions project (Vora et al., 2022) are examples that seek out and validate diverse perspectives; the former through framing
questions around what students can do; the latter through recognizing different perspectives (e.g., Roy, 2008). These per-
spectives are illustrative of recognizing the strength and value in the diversity of students’ perspectives, characteristics of
the asset-based principle for culturally relevant assessments.

Language learning and assessment is one such example of student diversity that can be impacted by a deficit view of
language and language practices. An asset-based view recognizes and values diversity in language practices. Unintended
consequences of these deficit-oriented practices are reflected in the singular prioritization of maintaining linguistic ide-
ologies (e.g., language type, register, dialect; Blum, 2017; Rosa & Flores, 2017). Instead, more contemporary, asset-based
approaches redefine linguistic ideologies by representing language systems as integrated and fluid (e.g., Grosjean, 1989),
normalizing the flexibility and “appropriateness” of language for all learners (Flores & Rosa, 2015; Rosa, 2016; Rosa &
Flores, 2017), and using scoring procedures and interpretations that represent authentic practices, like strategically using
the entire linguistic repertoire to communicate (i.e., like translanguaging using multiple languages or gestures; Bedore
et al., 2005; García, 2009).

Additional empirical research has been conducted using asset-based approaches and seeks to amplify the voices,
perspectives, and lived experiences for diverse groups including Black (Coleman & Davis, 2020; Gravel et al., 2021;
Harper, 2010), Hispanic (López, 2017), Native American, and Alaskan Native (Wu et al., 2020). The study by Wu
et al. (2020) represents an asset-based research perspective to investigate the strengths of students who are American
Indian (AI) and Alaskan Native (AN) on NAEP mathematics in Grades 4 and 8. Rather than focus on the differences
between groups, the researchers used an excellence lens to distinguish students who identified as AI/AN and who did
better than non-AI/AN peers on 14 questions as measured by the percentage of students who answered a question
correctly. A quantitative analysis was done to find items in the content areas of measurement, geometry, and number
properties and operations. A qualitative item analysis uncovered important themes for items favoring AI/ANs, including
context found in their everyday lives (via context or a visual representation) or relation to a cultural experience (situation
or context). Items did not necessarily have the same connotation for non-AI/AN students. This represents important
investigations in exploring how tests may favor specific populations and a method to investigate why such differences
exist and provides future methods to investigate further why differences occur and the strengths of the learners. Other
asset-based research has focused on the use of counter stories to support historically excluded populations (Battey &
Franke, 2015; Golombek et al., 2022; Rodela & Rodriguez-Mojica, 2020). Counter stories are “stories of people whose
experiences are not often told” (Solórzano & Yosso, 2002, p. 26). Counter stories provide a space for students to articulate
their lived-in experiences (Morrison, 2017). Theuse of counter stories attempts to interrupt deficit ideologies and support
indigenous knowledge, as well as value assets of diversity inclusive of racial, cultural context, lived experiences, and
cultural wealth (Battey & Franke, 2015; Golombek et al., 2022; Rodela & Rodriguez-Mojica, 2020). Most importantly,
counter stories provide students with meaning and legitimacy without detracting from their lived experiences. Counter
stories provide a method to support the goal of an asset-based lens to refute external narratives and provide space for
students to articulate their lived-in experiences (Morrison, 2017).

Asset-based narratives focus on the relative strengths and ideologies shared within the community group (García &
Öztürk, 2017; Howard, 2013; Ramasubramanian et al., 2021). By no means do, we aim to account for all examples or
recommendations in this paper, but instead we aim to highlight those that may be most relevant to our goal of developing
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culturally relevant assessments that build in initial awareness of and value for student diversity as strengths rather than
challenges, such as the Hawaiian DOE assessment development effort to value Hawaiian students’ language and culture
(Kūkea Shultz et al., 2019).

Summary and Considerations for Assessment Development

In this paper, we discussed five design principles of culturally responsive assessments. Research suggests that following
these principles will result in a more equitable, inclusive, and informative assessment experience. Key to this process
is shared power, including all stakeholders in every stage of the assessment process, from conceptualization to use of the
resulting information. An inclusive process allows people from different groups to shape who andwhat should be assessed
and how, so that they can bemore assured that the results adequately reflect what each person knows and can do. Different
groups of stakeholders need to agree on how assessment information will be processed and used, as those uses directly
affect lives and livelihoods.

Context-rich assessments will foster engagement, which in turn will facilitate people’s best performance. Developing
such assessments requires participation of people from all segments of the target population in the assessment develop-
ment process. This includes the way feedback from the assessment is shared with participants. The information should be
presented in a way that encourages the individual to continue learning.

In a related way, culturally responsive assessments should reflect high expectations for participants. Assessments requir-
ing higher order thinking—the interpretation and transformation of information—will help signal these expectations to
participants. Sowill assessments that give people the opportunity to reflect on and revise their thinking through timely and
targeted feedback. The experience of tackling and mastering rigorous material will help forge the mentality of a lifelong
learner.

Because of the diversity of backgrounds of learners, assessments should allow for flexibility in the way material is
presented, as well as in acceptable response formats. This flexibility may better foster academic engagement and sense of
belonging. Flexibility will allow people better opportunities to show what they know and can do. Effective design of such
assessments necessitates participation from multiple segments of the population.

Finally, assessments grounded in an asset-based perspective allow people to utilize their backgrounds and characteris-
tics to demonstrate their capabilities. Such a perspective must allow for the multiple ways in which a person incorporates
various cultural background and numerous characteristics to form a unique identity. Acknowledgment of the diversity of
learner characteristics during the assessment development process will ideally lead to an assessment that allows an indi-
vidual to leverage those unique qualities in completing the tasks. Similarly, any use of assessment results will take those
individual characteristics into consideration.

We believe that taking these five principles into consideration during assessment development and use will result in
more equitable assessment experiences. Table 1 lists some questions that assessment developers and users may want to
consider as they engage at various points in the assessment life cycle. These questions are not meant to be exhaustive;
rather they are meant to stimulate involved parties to be more inclusive of interested parties and more expansive in the
issues considered when designing and using assessments.

The changing demographic, social, and political landscape has highlighted the need for shifting priorities in educa-
tional measurement. Instead of continuing traditional approaches to standardization and fairness, concentrated efforts
are focused on UNDERSTANDardization (Sireci, 2020), conditional fairness (Mislevy, 2018), and cultural relevance and
representation asmeans to drive transformative change toward culturally responsive assessment practices. The five princi-
ples highlighted in this framework are an initial step toward designing and developing culturally responsive assessments.
Future efforts in this line of research include conceptual, theoretical, and empirical studies to further investigate and eval-
uate the impact these principles may have on assessment design and development procedures, as well as the ultimate goal
of better meeting diverse learners’ needs to better show what they know and can do.
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Notes
1 We use the phrase “historically excluded” to refer to learners of many groups (characterized by race, ethnicity, gender, culture,

language, disability, economic status, or other identities) who have been actively barred from full participation in the educational
system. We prefer this term to ones like “underrepresented minorities” or “traditionally underserved,” which may at once mask
the differences among individuals under consideration and hide their active exclusion by others.

2 The editor pointed out that producing a test with a White-centered context makes sense if the goal is to predict performance in
White-centered institutions We agree. This is a failure of the entire educational system, a topic beyond the scope of this paper.
While modifying the test alone will not completely rectify the situation, we believe the modifications will result in improvements.

3 As an example, the PSAT/NMSQT® score report includes a section on “Course Recommendations,” which indicates whether a
student’s “scores show you are ready to succeed in AP® courses” (College Board, 2022, p. 9).

4 According to Randall (2021), an antiracist approach to assessment involves a conscious, political decision to confront the historic
roots of the inequality that manifests in assessment. In practice, this approach would yield an assessment that is culturally
responsive insofar as it focuses on issues and situations relevant to historically excluded groups. The terms “antiracist” and
“culturally responsive,” while not synonymous, overlap to a great extent.

5 In this context, when the authors talk about “test users,” they mean primarily the people who take the test. However, the authors’
argument and approach may apply as well to other stakeholders, who use the test information (e.g., scores) for decision-making
or other purposes.

6 Methodologies used to collect the data may include think-alouds, direct observation, process data, cognitive interviews, surveys,
focus groups, and ethnographic studies.

7 The National Center on Educational Outcomes (n.d.) offers seven elements of universal design of assessments, designed to
improve accessibility of tests, although these elements do not address cultural responsiveness.

8 Other terms, such as “assets-oriented” (e.g., Sharpe et al., 2000), “strengths perspective” (Wieck et al., 1989), or “strength-based”
(e.g., Jimerson et al., 2004) can all be used to describe intentional framing of students’ assets to articulate strengths.
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